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MPT’s Summer Newsletter Theme  -  Nonviolence at Work 
1. MPT Domestic Peace Teams 
2. Nonviolent Resisters and Jackie Hudson, OP 

Register for a Training 
and Join a Peace Team! 
We invite you  to join one of the 
upcoming  MPT trainings, then 
consider adding  your name to the 
MPT domestic peace teams list.  
To register for a training, call or 
email  Mary Hanna at the MPT 
Office. Here are some up-coming 8
-hour Basic Trainings. 

 9-17-11 in Lansing, MI 

 9-24-11 in Saginaw, MI 

 10-15-11 in Ortonville, MI 

 11-5-11 in Huxley, IA  

 11-5-11 in Lansing, MI   

 11-12-11 in Clinton, IA 
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Michigan Peace Team understands that violence doesn't just happen in other countries; it happens at 
home too. When invited, MPT provides domestic peace teams to reduce and prevent violence in 
places where there is a high probability of violence. For example, over the years, we have been invited 
to help when hate groups have threatened, when violence has been used to disrupt events, during 
riots at area universities, and when state violence is used. Here is an overview  regarding domestic 
peace teams and the process used to deploy these teams. 

 

Domestic Peace Team – A Working Definition 

MPT Domestic peace teams are made up of citizen peacemakers, who are MPT members that have been through a minimum of 
8 hours of general nonviolence training and an orientation specific to the situation for which the team is deployed. 

We are nonpartisan groups (although not neutral on the issues that may be a part of the controversy) who have taken on the 
role of preventing and/or reducing violence from whatever it's source. Our role is to prevent/reduce violence, NOT to prevent/
reduce conflict, not to maintain a "negative peace" at the expense of justice, not to stop civil resistance or direct action and not 
to ensure laws are followed. 

We are not "parade marshals" or "monitors" (although peace team trainers can train those from within an organizing group who 
wish to take on that role) and are not taking part in a demonstration in other ways (carrying signs, watching children etc.) while 
"on duty" as a peace team. Also we are not civilian police, "peace police" or volunteer law enforcement. 

MPT’s Domestic Peace Team Committee 

MPT’s Domestic Peace Team Committee facilitates this important nonviolent action work. The committee’s responsibility is two 
fold: to determine domestic peace team placement based on agreed upon criteria, and to facilitate the placement of such teams. 
All domestic peace team requests are forwarded to this committee. The decision on whether or not to deploy a team is  a deci-
sion based on specific criteria.  

MPT’S Deployment Criteria 

1. Is there a risk of physical violence (as opposed to conflict)? 

2. Are there issues of oppression and/or other structural violence that creates a "vulnerable" group and therefore a greater 
need for a Peace Team? 

3. We do not usually place "monitors" or "marshals", but can train groups to do this for themselves...To that end, would the 
group be better served by this type of training or a training in dealing with public disruptions, etc.? 

4. Are there other issues that might create a greater risk in a situation that would cause us to place a Team we would usually 
not place...such as: How public is the event?  How well has it been publicized? How controversial a subject is it?  Do the an-
swers to these questions increase the chance of violence (again, vs. conflict)? 

5. Do we have resources to place a large enough Team of trained individuals, with some experienced Team members in the 
mix, to effectively cover the event? Do we have someone to coordinate the Team?  To do orientation?  To facilitate debrief-
ing?  

Presently MPT’s Domestic Peace Team Committee consists of three members: MPT Core member-Sheri Wander, MPT at-large 
member-Judy Wenzel, and MPT staff liaison – Liz Walters.   

If  a situation of violence or potential violence arises in your local community and members of the community want alternative 
nonviolent action, contact the MPT Lansing Office and  submit a request for domestic peace team deployment. 

MPT Domestic Peace Teams  -  An Overview 
Prepared by Sheri Wander 
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When the mayor of Dearborn approached us about placing a 3
-day peace team at the Arab International Festival starting the 
next day I had two simultaneous thoughts. “We have got to do 
this!” and “There is no way we are going to pull this off! How 
are we going to do this?” Just one week after two other do-
mestic peace teams, fielding such a team seemed daunting at 
best. But thanks to the hard work of Martha Larsen and Liz 
Walters and thanks especially to each and every peace team 
member that answered the call to join the team, “pull it off” 
we did!  

From June 17th - June 19th, Michigan Peace Team affinity 
teams provided a nonviolent presence at the festival, observ-
ing and documenting, inter-positioning between the “Sons of 
Thunder” (a group that identifies itself as an evangelical Chris-
tian group there to preach their beliefs ) , By Any Means Nec-
essary (BAMN), and community members,  doing what we 
could with song, humor, and at times deep listening to support 
the Dearborn community in their efforts to deal nonviolently 
with those whose goals seemed to me to be more than any-
thing to foment violence and divisiveness. 

There is much I still need to process from those three days, 
and more writing to come. Evaluating our work is important 
for improving and better defining our roles. Plus, l know there 
is much to think about in terms of the emotions it triggered for 
many of us on the team. But for here, I just wanted to express 
my appreciation for all involved and share some stories from 
the day… 

Kim, (my peace team “buddy” for the first shift) and I arrived 
early, before the festival began, on Friday evening in an at-
tempt to “scout” the area and see where potential trouble 
spots might be. We were warmly welcomed by festival organ-
izers, members of ACCESS, and festival goers. And while there 
was some confusion later in the weekend by some that we 
might be there to support the Sons of Thunder, mostly people 
seemed to understand our role and the expressions of support 
continued throughout the weekend.  

A woman gave me her snack of nuts and seeds when I noted it 
looked good and I should get one if I got a break “You should 
take this. You have the hardest job here today listening to 
them, “ she said -- insisting I accept her offer of food. On the 
hot and sunny day and  the team was brought water by festival 
organizers, community members and the police, concerned we 
stay hydrated. Later although initially greeted with “We’re 
sorry restrooms are for customers only,” when entering a local 
restaurant, it took only a glance at my bright yellow vest be-
fore the hostess continued, “unless you are with the peace 
team - bathrooms are in the back. Thanks for being here.”  

After our initial scouting, Kim and I met up with the rest of the 
team and it was not long before they arrived at the start of the 
festival that we were called to one of the potential “hot spots” 
that Kim and I had scouted. The Sons of Thunder had set up 
across from the children’s area. BAMN and some locals were 
counter demonstrating. At the same time festival organizers, 
community leaders and community elders encouraged people 
to stay away and instead enjoy the festival. 

It seemed to me no accident that the Sons had set up across 

from the children’s area. There seemed a clear goal of target-
ing the children. With large signs that claimed “Mohammad 
was a pedophile” and “Islam is a false religion,” the sons would 
talk with children that walked by, initially “engaging” them by 
explaining their signs, they would quickly move to calling the 
children pigs and telling them that their mothers were whores 
when the children would disagree with the signs. 

A Lesson from Dearborn 
by Sheri Wander 

Messages by self described Christians at the 2011 Arab Festival , 

condemning Muslims, Catholics, Mormons, Jews  

MPT Peace Team at the 2011 Dearborn Arab Festival 

( C o n t in u e d  o n  p a g e  4 )  



During all of this the police were wonderful! While I will be 
the first to call the police out and hold them accountable 
when they misuse their power, I have to give credit where 
credit is due. They would joke with the kids, taking the balls 
they had won at the carnival type games to play catch and 
then would lovingly send the children and youth away when 
the energy got potentially violent. Later in the weekend the 
police were leading the kids in chants, “We are not afraid.” 
Several times over the weekend the police thanked us for our 
role and at one point one of those in command noted he 
would rather be working with us that day as we were demon-
strating the role he wanted the police to play. “You guys are a 
great model” he commented. 

The targeting of children and youth continued through the 
weekend and while I was moved and inspired by so many of 
the young people there is one young woman in particular that 
stands out in my mind . Early Saturday morning she came by 
the area where the Sons of Thunder were set up, and yelled 
out “what happened to judge not?” This seemed to be all that 
the sons needed to target her, calling her a whore and mak-
ing disparaging comments about her clothing. At first she 
engaged them by  yelling back , getting physically “in their 
space” and threatening to throw things at them.  
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( C o n t in u e d  o n  p a g e  5 )  

Several of us on the peace team listened to her pain and 
shared our thoughts that by engaging them violently she was 
giving them just what they wanted. We talked about the ten-
dency of hate groups to trigger people to attack them physi-
cally and then press charges, using the money won in law suits 
to continue their “ministry”. We noted their video camera and 
our belief that they wanted to prompt someone to do some-
thing that would look bad on camera, particularly out of con-
text so that they could use the clip on a website to say “Look 
at how badly the Arabs treated us.” 

She stopped yelling back, but stuck around. Later she left with 
friends, but continued to come back to where the Sons had 
stationed themselves from time to time, observing and talking 
to others who were engaging. As the afternoon wore on, it 
became increasingly hot and we were standing in the sun. At 
one point this young woman came back bringing several bot-
tles of water offering one each to several of the members of 
the Sons of Thunder saying simply This is what my religion 
teaches me.”  

May we all learn that lesson. 

On July 10-12, 2011, Michigan Peace Team (MPT) fielded a violence reduc-
tion peace team at Cobo Hall in downtown Detroit, by request of a national 
coalition of U.S. Catholic organizations called American Catholic Confer-
ence. The coalition is working to change policies of the Catholic Church, and 
was concerned that some “extremist” groups/individuals might come to 
disrupt the conference and even create violence.  

MPT had almost 40 members operating in several shifts over the weekend. 
They worked in affinity teams, being present in places where there could 
potentially be problems. MPT was not there to prevent disruption, but to 
intervene if situations were escalating to potential or actual physical vio-
lence, so as to ensure that all people were safe. 

In fact, no protesters came in the building demonstrating opposition to the proceedings. On the last day, a lone protester stood 
outside holding a sign. MPT members said he was a “nice man.” 

It was a good learning experience for new members on the peace team, even though there were no interventions necessary dur-
ing the weekend. 

Many people in the conference inquired and learned about the role of the peace team, and many thanked us for being there, 

warmly expressing their appreciation for our presence of peace.   

American Catholic Conference (ACC) 

Peace Team 

 

MPT ACC Peace Team Orientation (part of one shift) 

Cobo Hall, July 12, 2011 

Lesson continued 
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2011 Michigan Pride Peace Team 
By Abby Schlaff 

At the invitation of Pride organizers, MPT placed a peace team 
at Michigan Pride in Lansing on Saturday, June 11.  One chal-
lenge this year was that many experienced peace team mem-
bers, in the Lansing area were not available. We did end up 
with enough volunteers, about 10 people in three shifts 
throughout the day. Joyce Jackson’s hard work in the office. 

As usual, Michigan Pride was a beautiful event.  It began with a 
parade from Adado Riverfront Park to the Capitol, where there 
was a rally and union ceremonies.  From the Capitol, attendees 
moved to the festival at Burchard Park in Old Town.   

About eight protesters, with signs of varying degrees of inten-
sity, showed up at the parade and stood in several small 
groups near the rally. This was up from only one protester last 
year.  One, whom several peace team members recognized 
from previous years, held a sign to the effect that pedophiles 
have a choice, too.  Last year’s protester carried his usual sign 
listing all those whom God hates. The peace team was glad to 
be able to divide and stand near each group of protesters, as 
some attendees had an understandably angry reaction. 

It was another occasion to remember how much Bill Petry did 
for MPT, and how much we miss him.  Most years, Bill served 
in the biking affinity group at Pride, which bikes along the pa-
rade route and between the various locations of Pride, looking 
for any signs of trouble, and allowing the peace team to have a 
better sense of the overall event.   

This year, Paul Brun Del Re-volunteered to do solo bike patrol, 
with the understanding that he would call the other affinity 
teams if any situation arose, rather than try to handle it him-
self.   

As the rally wound down at the Capitol, the bulk of the atten-
dees and the peace team moved to the park.  Just as we were 
about to conclude, gratefully, that the protesters were done 
for the day, they arrived.  There were some tense periods, 
with the peace team sandwiched between the protesters and 
angry Pride attendees.  The 2 MPT interns, serving very effec-
tively on their first peace team, can say they had a complete 
experience, the good, the bad and the ugly.  Overall, however, 
the restraint of attendees in the face of some real provocation 
was impressive, as were the de-escalation skills of some atten-
dees, who calmed the tension with humor, and cajoled or 
dragged away their more confrontational companions. The 
Lansing police presence was also calming and restrained.  Later 
in the day, peace team member Joe was able to engage one of 
the louder, angrier protesters in a lengthy conversation during 
which time he actually lowered his sign.  At the end, they 
shook hands.   

Most likely, MPT will place a peace team at next year’s Pride, 
and we would love to have you on the team.  In the meantime, 
perhaps we can all educate ourselves about and work against 
the real prejudice and discrimination of all types that still exist. 

Part of the 2011 MPT Pride Peace Team  

Part of the 2011 MPT Dearborn Arab Festival Team  
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At this event Jean and Joe Gump described some of their ex-
periences, and the experiences of fellow resisters in the prison 
system since their trial in May.  In soft voices they described 
the courage and dignity Jean experienced from other prison-
ers, who treated them with compassion, respect and friend-
ship. Jean’s description of the fellow prisoners stood in stark 
contrast to the indifference and sometimes outright cruelty of 
their treatment by the staff 
of these same prisons.  

We discussed the motivation 
of the nonviolent resisters. 
The Y-12 Resisters are  im-
prisoned for expressing their 
conscience, based on a sym-
bolic, non-violent act of civil 
resistance. 

They are in prison not be-
cause they crossed a white 
line by an abandoned rail-
road track, but because they 
dared to challenge the gov-
ernment’s assertion that it 
has the “right” to create 
weapons designed to com-
mit mass murder and to endanger the future of all life on this 
planet in the name of national security. Their nonviolent ac-
tion publically speaks truth to power. 

Then we turned to a more specific discussion of the abuse that 
happens in prison and in particular the more intense level of 
abuse that occurs in privatized prisons.  In her calm and digni-
fied way, Jean described her experiences and observations of 
Sister Jackie’s experiences as well. 

Jean  Gump described Sister Jackie’s condition before she en-
tered the privatized prison 
system in Blount County as 
radiant and then described 
the ensuing deterioration of 
her condition.  

Sister Jackie told Jean one 
day in prison that she could 
hardly breathe. Jean con-
tacted the guards, but noth-
ing was done to help her, 
and the deeply concerned 
supporters and relatives 
were told that she was “just 
fine.”  She was left alone, 
handcuffed in a wheelchair 
for five hours in freezing cold 
temperatures until a guard 
finally brought her a blanket 

and loosened her handcuffs. Jean reported that Sister Jackie 
was kept in isolation for 11 hours a day and no one was al-
lowed to visit her. 

Y-12 Resisters and the Privatized, For Profit, Prison Industry 
By Sharon O’Hara-Bruce 
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At MPT we celebrate the life and work of Sister Jackie Hudson, OP  and continue to be inspired by the Y-12 July 

2010 resisters. They live and breathe the power of nonviolent action! Here’s some background: 

During July 2010, Jackie Hudson and thirty-five other nonviolent activists entered DOE property in Oakridge, Ten-
nessee to resist the Y-12 National Security Complex housed there. This complex produces essential components for 
every USA nuclear warhead. Thirteen were charged with trespassing; they were imprisoned, tried, convicted, and 

still await sentencing. Carol Gilbert, Ardeth Platte and others have been imprisoned for the duration. 

During her time of imprisonment Jackie Hudson’s health deteriorated significantly; harsh treatment by prison 
guards worsened her misery. Eventually authorities dropped the charges against Hudson. She returned home, was 
hospitalized in intensive care, and diagnosed with cancer. At 76 years of age, Jackie Hudson died on August 3, 
2011. A major part of Jackie Hudson’s nonviolent life and work was to disarm nuclear weapons, abolish war, 
and activate peace. HER SPIRIT LIVES ON! The other defendants are scheduled for sentencing in September 2011. 

See “Y-12 Sentencing Dates” on page 7.  

In the article that follows, the author shares an account of a July 2011 solidarity event held at the Lansing MPT 
Office on behalf of these resisters. Sponsored by Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance (OREPA) and Michigan 

Peace Network, this event exposed the horror of the growing, privatized, for profit, prison industry.  

Eleven of thirteen nonviolent activists-at a gathering for peace 

Jackie Hudson, OP and the Y-12 Resisters 
By Liz Walters, IHM 
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Jean reported that when Sister Jackie begged for a glass of 
water the guards yelled at her to “shut up.” One day, Jean 
peeled an orange and handed it to Sister Jackie, but Sister 
Jackie was so weak she could not even hold it in her hands. 

Although Sister Jackie was asthmatic, her inhaler was taken 
from her and withheld for two weeks and though she had high 
blood pressure, her medication was not administered to her 
for two weeks. Jean reported that two people in the same 
prison had died of stroke one month before this. The prison 
staff refused to administer their medicine to them.  

After the stillness that followed this report, we discussed the 
constitutional meaning of “cruel and unusual punishment” 
under the 8th Amendment as a possible basis for a petition for 
a writ of habeas corpus, on behalf of the prisoners, s well as a 
possible civil suit for routine, ongoing and deliberate violations 
of their civil rights. 

Many prisoners are being abused every day that have no 
friends or relatives on the outside to fight for them.  It was 
suggested (by me) that such litigation may serve to protect not 
only the resisters, but those invisible prisoners as well, who 
are crying out for mercy, and who are dying, in a place where 
no one hears… 

The article entitled “Private Prisons and Corruption”, by Wil-
liam Fisher, published on Truthout, July 1, 2011, describes the 
particularly corrupt system of “privatized” corporate prisons, a 
growing industry in the U.S. 

According to this article, the U.S. has locked up more prisoners 
than any other country in the world.  There are 2 to 3 million 
people locked up in state and federal prisons and county jails. 

The corporations are capitalizing on this country’s obsession 
with handing out long prison sentences disproportionate to 
the crimes committed and are making record profits in the 
process. Despite their claims, they are often more expensive, 
not less, to the taxpayers. There is a higher rate of violence, 
and death in these prisons due in large part to denial of essen-
tial medical care.  There is less accountability and less trans-
parency in these corporate prisons than in the governmental 
prisons. As the article states, “For profit prisons are private 
corporations, and thus, not subject to external oversight.  They 
are not obligated to produce their internal records for public 
scrutiny and are exempt from the Freedom of Information Act 
at the federal level because that law applies only to docu-
ments within the government’s possession.” The article pro-
ceeds to describe horror stories of prisoners that have been 
injured, sexually abused and died in these prisons, prisoners 
who could have been saved while the guards stood by and 
watched… 

The ACLU had filed a wrongful death lawsuit on the behalf of 
survivors of an imprisoned immigrant, Jesus Manuel Galindo 
who died of an epileptic seizure after being deprived of any 
medication or treatment for his known medical condition. He 
had complained repeatedly about the facility’s failure to pro-
vide him medication to control his seizures.  The corporate 
prisons response to his complaints was to put him in solitary 
confinement, where he suffered a massive seizure that re-
sulted in his death. 

Too late for Jesus and many others, the medical care regimen 
was later improved as a result of these lawsuits and investiga-
tions. 

But according to this same article ”lack of independent over-
sight casts doubt on the extent to which the new regimen is 
being followed.” 

If a civilization is evaluated by its treatment of its most vulner-
able and helpless members, we have some work to do.  With-
out justice there can be no peace. 

Trial (continued  from page 6) 

Photo from Ground Zero-Jackie Hudson, OP at work….Her spirit lives on! 

Y-12 Resisters Sentencing Dates: 

9-12-11  -  Bill Bichsel  
9-12-11  -  Jean Gump  
9-14-11  -  Bonnie Urfer  
9-16-11  -  Carol Gilbert  
9-16-11  -  Ardeth Platte  
9-19-11  -  Michael Walli  
9-20-11  -  Brad Lyttle  
9-20-11  -  Steve Baggarly  
9-21-11  -  Mary Dennis Lentsch  
9-21-11  -  Paula Rosdatter  
9-22-11  -  Dave Corcoran  
9-22-11  -  Dennis Duvall  
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Our Vision:   

We seek a just world grounded in nonviolence and respect for the 
sacred interconnectedness of all life. 
 
Our Mission:   
Michigan Peace Team pursues peace through active nonviolence in 
places of conflict. 
  
Our Goals:   

 Recruiting, training, and placing Peace Teams both domestically 
and internationally 

 Educating the public to the vision and practice of nonviolence, 
particularly as it relates to nonviolent conflict intervention 

 Cooperating, supporting, and participating with local peace and 
justice groups, particularly as it relates to our Mission 

 Providing training in active nonviolence designed for the specific 
needs of the participants 

Web Site: 

michiganpeaceteam.org 

 

International Peace Team Blogs: 

http://MPTinPalestine.Blogspot.com  

http://MPTinJuarez.Blogspot.com 

 

MPT Newsletters, 2008-2011, are available online-click on: 

http://michiganpeaceteamnewsletters.blogspot.com 

Hard copies are available at the MPT Lansing Office. 

MPT 2011 Newsletter Working Group 

Nancy Ayotte  Kim Redigan 

Paula Marie Deubel Annette Thomas 

Barbara Nolin  Gretchen L. Smith  

Liz Walters 

 

Newsletter Artwork 

Nancy Ayotte creates all the artwork for MPT newsletters. Her crea-
tions are pure gift to MPT and our readers. This gift is yours to freely 
use in other peace work. 
 

A strength of the MPT newsletter is that most issues are thematic, 
developed by writers with the academic background, solid training in 
nonviolence, and hands on experience on the theme.  

 

MPT Core Members 

Judith Carlson  Mary Ellen Gondeck 

Mary Pat Dewey  Jasiu Malinowski 

Kassy Fineout  Paul Pratt 

Mary Ann Ford  Sheri Wander 

 

MPT Staff and Email Addresses 

Peter Dougherty  cpeterdougherty. mpt@gmail.com 

Mary Hanna  maryhanna.mpt@gmail.com 

Martha Larsen  mlarsen.mpt@gmail.com 

Nicole Rohrkemper  nicoler.mpt@gmail.com 

Liz Walters  elizabethwalters.mpt@gmail.com 

 

Weekly MPT Volunteers 

Margaret Beahan   Charlene Jamison    

Berti Ellis   Shirley  Galleon-Howard  

Joyce Jackson  Mark Zussman   

 
Michigan Peace  Team 

808 W. Barnes Ave 
Lansing, MI 48910 

517 484-3178 

Dear Friends of MPT, 

Thank you for helping to continue the dream! 

We deeply appreciate your support of Michigan Peace Team. 

Your commitment, involvement, gifts of time, energy, tal-

ents, financial contributions, and most of all your friendship 

are deeply appreciated by each of us.  

Gratefully, 

Your MPT Core Members and Staff: 

Judy, Mary Pat, Kassy, Mary Ann, Mary Ellen, Jasiu, Paul, 

Sheri, Peter, Mary, Martha, Nicole, and Liz 

CAN YOU HELP US CONTINUE THE DREAM! 

If  you are able to make a financial contribution to help support the 

vision and mission of Michigan Peace Team at this time of financial 

need at MPT, there are four easy ways to do this:    

1. CHECK: send  Payable to Michigan Peace Team via postal mail 

2. NETWORK FOR GOOD: donate via MPT’s web site   

3. NETWORK FOR GOOD: donate via  MPT listserve mailings 

4. CREDIT CARD: call the MPT office at 517 484-3178 to request a 

return envelop and credit card donation form  

Donation are tax deductible in keeping with laws. 

 


